TI MINI DATA BANK

It's an electronic phone book, a notebook, or a calculator. And it's ready to use wherever you go.
Once you've tried it out for yourself and see how easy it is to use, you won't want to be without it.

A short note to remind you of something. A number you need to have. Anything you need to remember fast, you can put in Mini Data Bank.

Some of The Things You Can Store and Retrieve:
- phone numbers
- addresses
- credit card numbers
- times: appointments, meetings, schedules
- dates: birthdays, anniversaries, events
- holiday dates
- social security number
- license numbers
- registration numbers
- savings and checking account numbers
- safe combinations
- personal ID banking number
- area codes
- zip codes
- golf scores
- prescription drug numbers
- batting averages
- auto plate numbers
- test scores
- stock quotations
- passport number

Stores Up To 150 Separate Items.
Mini Data Bank is designed the way people think, so you enter letters first (or numbers). Then everything you put in is alphabetized — automatically. It stores up to 150 separate items of information. You can even put in a secret code to protect your most personal information — nobody can get at your data but you.

The display has two lines. The top line holds up to six letters and four numbers. The second line holds up to 8 numbers.

Two Separate Keyboards In One.
The unique sliding cover removes bothersome visual clutter. It separates what you're using from what you're not using — removing any confusion.
When you're retrieving data or using the calculator, there's one keyboard. When you want to put in a name and number, you simply slide the second keyboard in place. It's easy.

Retrieve Your Information Three Ways:
- Use the arrow keys and scroll through everything you've put in.
- Push the first letter, or the first couple of letters. That puts you in the general vicinity of the information. Then simply scroll through.
- You can enter it exactly and you'll go right to it.

It's A Powerful Calculator Too.
In addition to basic functions, the Mini Data Bank has mark-up and mark-down functions which are especially useful to sales people. Plus, handsome, slim styling and a protective case.

Unique Sliding Cover:

18-Character, 2-Line Display:

3-Way Retrieval:
1. Arrow keys scroll forward or backward through your entries.
2. Enter the first letter or letters of an entry.
3. Re-enter the full name.

A Calculator Too:

Limited Warranty
The TI Mini Data Bank is covered by a one-year limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. The full text of this warranty is published in the applications book accompanying the Mini Data Bank. Texas Instruments reserves the right to make changes in the materials and specifications without notice.